HDC MEETING: 1:00 – 7:00
- Call to Order
- Approval of March Minutes
- Applications for Certificates of Appropriateness

CONTINUED
1. 1816 Wickford Place
   Case No. HDC 2016-321
   New Construction
   Wilmore
   Craig Calcasola, Applicant

2. 1816 Wickford Place
   Case No. HDC 2016-322
   New Construction
   Wilmore
   Craig Calcasola, Applicant

3. 1816 Wickford Place
   Case No. HDC 2016-323
   New Construction
   Wilmore
   Craig Calcasola, Applicant

4. 1816 Wickford Place
   Case No. HDC 2016-324
   New Construction
   Wilmore
   Craig Calcasola, Applicant

5. 247 W. Kingston Avenue
   Case No. HDC 2017-012
   Addition
   Wilmore
   Bradlee Johnson, Applicant

6. 617 W. Park Avenue
   Case No. HDC 2017-090
   New Construction
   Wilmore
   Juan Herrera, Applicant

NEW CONSTRUCTION
7. 1824 S. Mint Street
   Case No. HDC 2017-114
   Wilmore
   Liliana Jimenez, Applicant

8. 416 W. Park Avenue
   Case No. HDC 2017-166
   Wilmore
   Matthew Johnson, Applicant

9. 1700 Heathcliff Street
   Case No. HDC 2017-167
   Wesley Heights
   Daimean Fludd, Applicant

ADDITIONS
10. 709 Woodruff Place
    Case No. HDC 2017-162
    Wesley Heights
    Dan Podrasky, Applicant

ACCESSORY STRUCTURE
11. 324 Grandin Road
    Case No. HDC 2017-172
    Wesley Heights
    Joe Lassiter, Applicant

DRIVEWAY/RETAINING WALL
12. 1824 Thomas Avenue
    Case No. HDC 2017-174
    Plaza Midwood
    Sam Howard, Applicant

PAINTED BRICK
13. 1211 E. Worthington Avenue
    Case No. HDC 2017-132
    Dilworth
    Marc Huberman, Applicant

DEMOLITION
14. 719 Romany Road
    Case No. HDC 2017-171
    Dilworth
    Phyllis Fulton, Applicant